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Abstract
The objective of this paper is to contribute to an important debate concerning the interaction
between place-based social movements and the science, technology and innovation system. Our
central proposition is that place-based social movements can facilitate unique local heterogeneous
alliances with key actors of the science and technology system. A process of bricolage can emerge
from these alliances whereby social movements are supported by the technical knowledge of the
science community, and in turn, the priorities of the scientists are influenced by the agendas of the
social movements, leading to new forms of knowledge production. We build on this to argue that
these place-based engagements can create significant agency towards changes in socio technical and
socio ecological systems in urban environments, especially in societies where regulatory oversight is
weaker and social movements in areas that overlap science, technology and innovation are a
common expression of civil society demand for change. Our argument is developed through a study
of a social movement in defence of an urban wetland in Bogota.

Keywords: Social movement, science system, Colombia, wetland, bricolage, socio technical, socio
ecological, urban, network, water, Mixed Methods
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1. Introduction
Social movements can be an important mode of expression for civil society in areas that are relevant
to the science, technology and innovation system (STI) and to science policy. In particular, social
movements are pivotal for pushing forward what Hess has described as “undone” science i.e. that
science which tends be overlooked by the mainstream, is not supported by large firms and would
otherwise not be heard or left incomplete (Frickel et al., 2010; Hess, 2015). This paper focuses the
discussion on the dynamics of place-based social movements and how the collaboration between
social movements and elements of the science and technology system facilitated by co-location of
scientists and community activists can be crucial for underpinning radical changes in local socio
technical and socio ecological systems7 and opening new technological paths. The argument is
developed through a discussion of an iconic case study of the social movement in defence of urban
wetlands in the city of Bogota (Palacio, 2017; Palacio et al., 2003; Palacio and G. Hurtado H., 2005;
Ruíz et al., 2011). Using both qualitative and quantitative evidence we suggest that the science
system can provide critical technical support for the demands of social movements around the
design of urban areas, but also that the knowledge and priorities of the science system itself can be
altered and made more relevant to societal needs, in this case improvement of urban habitats and
protection of public goods, through its engagement and active participation with grassroots social
movements.
Two key concepts are used and combined to frame the discussion. Firstly, the concept of conflict is
used to distinguish social movements from other forms of civil society collective action which is
linked to the development of agency in policy framing. Secondly, the concept of bricolage has been
used to explain how heterogeneous networks of actors reach alignment of aims with limited
resources to establish new socio technical configurations (Boschma et al., 2017a; Garud and Karnoe,
2003). Place-based social movements can be analysed through principles of bricolage via the
expansion of collective action and forging of local alliances, incorporating a multiplicity of actors
including local academics. As we shall argue, this can provide the distributed resources necessary to
achieve important impact at policy levels and on the use of technology on the ground.
The paper draws insights from interview techniques and from analysis of social movement and R&D
investment databases. For the latter, commonly used techniques are used to represent changes in
the evolution of topics and agendas which we apply to analyse social movements and STI policy
priorities (Borgida and Sowa, 2014; Ciarli and Ràfols, 2019; Grauwin and Jensen, 2011). The novelty
of our approach is to undertake a mixed method which includes interviews, data visualization and
semantic analysis of research agendas and social movement priorities. The approach used can be
considered a methodological contribution of how new data sources can be used to measure the
social impacts of science and technology. We structure the paper in the following way. Our literature
discussion emphasises how an organisational structure based on place based networks for
“mobilized publics” represents a particular expression for collective action by civil society that has
the ability to overcome local barriers and develop community actions based on embedded bonds of
solidarity. This means that in our case, the alliance between civil society and academics and
scientists facilitates both alternative framings of the wetlands based on ecological principles, but
also a movement that is highly responsive to changing social agendas. The case study evidence is laid
7

Socio ecological systems are complex and adaptive relationships between social and ecological structures
(Arnaiz-Schmitz et al., 2018). This concept allows us to understand the highly dynamics interaction of
ecological and societal change such as society’s biophysical structures, bio history and society-nature
coevolution, or regulation, governance, and sustainability transitions.
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out in two steps. Firstly, a series of semi structured interviews with activists and leaders of the social
movements highlights a rich bricolage mode of organisation based on local innovation and
overcoming of local barriers. The organisational characteristics of the movement also created a
platform for community involvement in the re-framing of the concept of a socio-ecological system
beyond the plans of the city planners that was sensitive to the changing relationship of city residents
to the wetlands. Evidence of the changing agendas and link up between the social movement and
science systems is also provided through analysis of databases of social movements and R&D
investments.
2. STI and social movements
Over the past two decades there has been an increasing plea to include lay knowledge of different
types of “users” in scientific research. Greater active participation of for example, patients in health
research, small farmers in agricultural research and households in energy research, (not just as
passive participants) reflect a change in emphasis from views that the ideal form of knowledge
comes from pure science (and associated assumptions concerning universal truths that flow from
science), towards recognition of the importance of experiential knowledge of users and an
appreciation that socially constructed perspectives on knowledge can also help explain the practice
of producing knowledge (Buttel, 1994; Caron-Flinterman et al., 2005)
Research on how social movements can influence science and technology agendas are largely absent
not only from Schumpeterian framings of STI but also from most narratives discussing the
governance of civil society participation in science. This may be because social movements, as
opposed to other forms of civil society participation, are often associated with challenging power
relations and can therefore be more difficult to dialogue with and control (Della Porta et al., 2015).
Even within academic circles, social movements have at times been described as an “irritant” to the
social system (Eder, 2015). This is an important omission for social movements represent an
important means by which individuals can engage in collective action to influence the priorities,
direction and monitoring of the science and technology agenda and the priorities of national and
local government. Moreover, social movements, whether in the form of community grassroots
activism or overt protest movements represent a specific form of civil society engagement and
therefore require a precise framework of analysis that takes into account its specific features
(Fischer et al., 2017).
A spatial analysis of social movements is particularly relevant for science policy because changes in
policies arising from social pressures are essentially political processes that are inherently grounded
in territorial spaces. Thus, although geographical proximity is just one lens through which social
movements can be analysed, it is nevertheless a distinct lens in which cultural meanings, memory
and identity are constructed under conditions of conflict (Routledge, 2015). Spatial analysis is
particularly relevant for building grassroots coalitions and alignment of views (Harvey, 2008; Warf,
2007) and these social relations, built through dense exchanges, can create identities and strengthen
shared narratives, which is a point strongly emphasized by communicative theories (Habermas,
1987) that stress the importance of collective visions and sharing of histories (Tilly and Tarrow,
2007). Moreover, these local movements and alliances are important when taking our discussion out
of the strictly scientific field towards areas where scientific knowledge interacts with other
knowledge of the mobilized publics (Hess, 2016) and where scientists ally with ecological or other
3

activists and look to alter research agendas (Smith, 2006). Before entering more directly into an
analysis of place-based social movements, some of the defining features of social movements as a
particular expression of civil society are laid out.
Social movements are arenas in which individuals and communities are brought together to express
a desire for social change. Social movements can represent a vibrant arena for engagement between
policy makers both with the lay and mobilized publics and organisations in subordinate positions.
Although largely invisible from most mainstream innovation writings, social movements do feature
in the science and technology studies (STS) inspired literature - for example grassroots innovation
thinking is imbued with notions of social activism and community organising (Fressoli et al., 2014).
When it comes to scientific participation in social movements, Hess (2016) pulls together
experiences of how this relationship can emerge in table 1 below. For example, science advocacy
was particularly effective in the environmental breast cancer movement in the United States, whilst
citizen science alliances have been a preferred mode of intervention in the anti-Dam movement in
Brazil (McCormick, 2006). A dominant theme running across these movements (mostly based in the
USA and Western Europe) is the tension between the appearance of neutrality with respect to
political and religious beliefs and the desire by scientists to express opinions on political and policy
issues. Only when methods of communication are broken it appears that scientists will engage more
directly in the policy issues of the day (Hess, 2016).

4

Examples

Scientific and
intellectual
movements (SIM)

Motivation

Mobilizing structure

References

Dissatisfaction with
research agendas.
Reform research
priorities or research
field

University
departments, well
positioned insiders.

(Frickel and
Gross, 2005;
Mullins, 1972)

Change public opinion
and policy

Boundary organisations
and scientific panels,
covert advocacy,
professional
organisation, public
interest science
organisations (PISOs)
Local communities,
alliances, consultation
structures,

(Moore, 1996)

Non-profit
organisations, citizen
science alliances,
participatory mapping

(Kinchy et al.,
2014; Williams,
1991)

Scientific advocacy
and activism

Citizen-science
alliances

Lay Knowledge and
Citizen Science

Challenge dominant
paradigms. Respond to
undone science needs of
communities

Contest “official”
assurances of safety and
credibility of experts,
assist citizen science

(Brown, 2005;
McCormick,
2006; Zwillinger,
2008)

Genetic
Toxicology,
Eugencis
movement,
Behavioural
genetics
University role in
defence
research, climate
change.

Safety standards,
resistance to
construction of
hydro-electric
dams,
environmental
injustice of low
income AfricanAmericans
Volunteer water
monitoring,
impact of
medicines,
pollution
exposure,

table 1
From this discussion we highlight two defining features of social movements that are relevant to our
discussion. The first is that the essence of social movements, in contrast to other forms of civil
society expression, is conflict under conditions of structural (design of material objects) inequality
(Hess, 2015). Conflict, then, becomes a meaningful arena of study within which contesting framings
of science, technology and innovation compete and that concern mobilized publics. A relevant
example of this could be the appropriate technology movement, that developed a strong critique of
powerful top down authoritarian design and contested this with a frame that emphasizes bottomup, people centred and resourceful design in areas such as health, housing, energy and mobility.
These opposing forces can be represented by networks of producers, communities, users and
activists who confront hierarchical authority, but can also be integrated into powerful systems or
compete amongst each other for legitimacy (Fressoli et al., 2014).
Operationalising the presence (or absence) of contestation which can arise from the conflictual
nature of social movements therefore concerns us. (Hess, 2015) suggests that an important space
can be built for the study of social movements in science by building a bridge between an emerging
STS interest in policy making processes and social movement studies (SMS) around actor-agency
roles. This means that rather than treating civil society as an adjunct of science networks, with little
ability to contribute to creating scientific knowledge or shaping research agendas (Jamison, 2006), it
needs to be treated as an active actor (Frickel et al., 2010) and questions of democracy,
accountability, resource mobilization, collective action frames and coalitions and the meanings they
5

create (which are likely to feature prominently in all-scientist networks) need to be addressed as
critical features that define and motivate action (Diani and McAdam, 2003; McAdam, 1999). An
important space is thereby created whereby the agency of actors involved in social movements is
attached to new metaphors such as entrepreneurship and field construction, which opens up an
important area of research around how, for example, community mobilization engenders processes
of learning to overcome the limits imposed by the local conditions.
Having discussed the relationship between the concept social movements as an expression of civil
society and its role in “undone science”, we address the question of the specific influence and
impact of place-based social movement in the priorities and application of science. We side-step
recent debates in social movement studies on strategies to influence incumbents (Smith et al., 2014)
and instead direct the discussion towards the proposition that place-based social movements can
encourage disruptive innovation and the emergence of new local socio technical and socio ecological
systems through local or regional responses. Debates in geography of innovation frame the source of
these as milieus in which organisational forms such as networks exist in which new narratives and
alternatives are crafted. (Levi-Strauss's, (1962) original concept of bricolage – making do with what is
at hand – captures an important feature of place-based social movements, which is the capacity of
actors to create novel combinations in the context of tight resource constraints (for example low
local capabilities, fragmented agendas and unwillingness of policy makers and other actors in power
to engage), resourcefulness and improvisation, adaptability and the development of complementary
assets (Boschma et al., 2017b; Faulconbridge, 2013; Garud and Karnøe, 2001). Bricolage has been
applied in different academic contexts, most notably in entrepreneurship studies (Garud and
Karnoe, 2003) to depict the way actors act within their space constraints generate change from new
combinations. However, its relevance has not been lost in policy circles. (Garud and Karnoe, 2003)
for example identified the continuous interaction between research centres and policy makers as
critical to the successful development of turbines for wind energy generation in Denmark. This
allowed new policy priorities to be shaped, new standards to be defined and new calls for
channelling funding of both research and entrepreneurial activity to take place.
Thus, bricolage emphases innovations in “shared collective spaces” (Hardin, 1968) by heterogeneous
actors, which can lead to unpredictable outcomes (Altglas V, 2014; Baker and Nelson, 2005),
although these are bounded by relational interactions in common spaces. The significance of
bricolage for our discussion is that it can help to build a bridge between social movements and
innovation processes. Social movements can force new ways of thinking and using innovation
because they usually incorporate new actors – mobilized publics – into the discussion around the
priorities and uses for science, technology and innovations. Establishing alignments between science
and social movements and working towards common goals can often help overcome the sometimes
hostile environments to disruptive innovations. As Lubitow (2013) suggests, providing scientific
credibility to activist demands can facilitate “frame amplification” (such as new narratives, new
practices) by actors that share common historical events, cultures and traditions which can act as
templates for action.

6

3. Research objectives and methods
Our proposition is that the nature of alliances between social movements and actors in the science
system built around unique place-based heterogeneous networks can facilitate the development
and construction of new alternative framings for the use of technology and innovation (in terms of
socio-technical and/or socio ecological systems). Bricolage invites us to identify the role played by
different actors8 in overcoming resource constraints in different periods of the social movement,
such as hostile institutional environments, the absence of alternative practices and low capabilities.
An important part of the study involved looking at the interaction processes between social
movements and actors insert within the science and technology system. For this purpose, we pay
particular attention to social networks as a space for the reconfiguration of alliances. From a social
movement perspective, social networks can be understood as resources for the articulation of
alliances and coalitions across organisations in bricolage mode. At the same time, movements
emerge through multiple types of ties and it is often the interplay between these that defines
movement dynamics (Diani, 1996; Diani and McAdam, 2003; Gould, 1995; Mische, 2003; Della Porta
et al., 2015).
For the purposes of our data collection, a dual approach was adopted (mixing method). Semistructured interviews were conducted with leaders and participants of the movements including
scientists, youth activists (mainly students) and neighbours involved in the social movement (details
below). These interviews allowed us to build a time line of the evolution of the social movements,
gain insights into the evolving alliances, strategies to overcome limits (bricolage) and the narratives
that framed the socio-ecological system of the wetlands. Secondly, taking advantage of the
availability of data on social movements and R&D investment, a semantic analysis using social
network analysis was conducted to trace the relationship between social movement priorities and
the science system through R&D investments within the geographical boundaries of water-related
social movements in Bogota. Our main objective here was focussed on finding communities of
relevant words (for example contamination, flooding and health) around which social movements
cluster. Similarly, for related R&D projects we use metrics to detect structures of networks. Analysis
of communities of topics in social network analysis allows us to group topics around which different
researchers work and come together (Guimera and Amaral, 2005; Habermas, 1987; Newman, 2018;
Wen et al., 2015) to form clusters working in distinct approaches to technology. The overall network
map can then show how these problems can be connected and inferences can then be drawn with
respect to the alliances formed around specific topics. These communities are represented by highly
interconnected nodes that are less connected to nodes in other communities (Blondel et al., 2008;
Borgida and Sowa, 2014; Newman and Girvan, 2004; Steyvers and Tenenbaum, 2005). Communities
of words are detected through a modularity measure, which is a very well established method to
identify a group of nodes which share a high number of ties (Duch and Arenas, 2005). This permits us
to establish topics that are priority for social organizations (Fleming et al., 2007; Newman, 2018).

8

Actors can be represented by groups of individuals (academics) as well as a variety of social organisations,
science technology and innovation institutions (such as the environmental secretary of Bogota) or public
private companies such as Aqueduct Company of Bogota.
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We analyse the structure of the networks so as to identify if they are associated to small world
networks (Amaral et al., 2000; Fleming et al., 2007; Steyvers and Tenenbaum, 2005; Telesford et al.,
2011). Small worlds represent networks in which the distances between nodes are very short (most
nodes can be reached by a small number of steps), which means that “different voices” are easier to
hear and arise from the findings that seemingly unrelated people are surprisingly close in a social
space (Travers and Milgram, 1969).

Data collection and analysis
Data collection therefore occurred in two stages. A first stage consisted of nine semi structured
interviews with the participants and leaders of the social movement in the Bogotá wetland (see
appendix). These encompassed activists defending the socio-ecological system of Bogotá’s wetlands
and included a focus group with three social leaders from the “Cow” wetland, a youth leader from
Wetlands foundation and the principle leader of the wetland social movement table, a leading
Colombian scholar who also participated in the social movement and two former advisors to the
District’s Department of the Environment. The interviewees represent a broad range of individuals
that participated in different aspects of the social movement, although there is more representation
from wetlands in the north of city than the poorer middle and south of the city. A second stage of
data collection and empirical analysis involved building social networks from two databases. The first
of these was a database of social movements based on a compilation of news articles related to
social movements and their actions over the last 40 years in Colombia, which was compiled by the
Centro de Investigación y Educación Popular (CINEP, by its Spanish acronym - Centre for Research
and Popular Education). 113 news articles on social movements associated to wetlands and more
broadly on water-related topics in Bogotá were collected from local and national
journals/newspapers. This was then classified according to date of publication, topics involved,
synthesis of relevant news and location. A second database was used that contains information on
research and development projects funded by Colciencias, the Colombian administrative
department of science, technology and innovation. We searched specifically for projects related to
wetlands in Bogotá within the last 20 years. This database consists of 79 records of R&D projects
submitted by public and private institutions, although most of them come from universities and
research institutions. Each project has information on the title, applicant institution(s), date of
approval and main institution-author and characteristics of the project.
Networks from both databases are constituted by words (nodes) and ties are organization involved
in project (Colciencias data base) or organizations associated to the news (CINEP). Two words are
linked if they were used by at least two social organizations. Words were standardized to a common
word using the following criteria: plurals became singulars, adjectives and verbs were transformed
to the nearest noun root, no gender-neutral nouns were homogenized to one gender, some
synonyms were unified where there was no uncertain about their meaning, and conjunctions,
adverbs, articles and pronouns were removed (SOWA, 1991).
Social network analysis was designed as a longitudinal analysis i.e. changes exhibited between
sequential networks over defined period. Changes in the words used by certain social organisations
over time is considered as evidence of change in topic over time. The key words were chosen from
the summary of news pieces from the social movement database and the titles of the funded
8

projects. In this way, databases were divided in four stages according to the time frame. Social
networks in each stage include the records (either projects or news) for the lapse of time defined.
For every network built, we measured the modularity (trend towards the formation of communities
or highly connected subgroups). This was carried out using Newman and Girvan (2004) algorithm,
identifying inner structures into non-isolated words.
Although there is some debate in the literature concerning community detection techniques, until
now there is no consensus on which method is best (Fortunato, 2010; Fortunato and Hric, 2016).
After some reflection, it was decide to use divisive algorithm (Newman and Girvan, 2004). This is for
two reasons9. First, this method has been extensively used to identify communities in weighted and
undirected networks (Javed et al., 2018). Therefore, it could allow further comparison. Second,
Girvan and Newman’s (2004) algorithm is based on edge-betweenness score, identifying group of
nodes which share edges (structural equivalence) (Yan and Ding, 2012). In other words, it identifies
nodes (words) which are strongly connected by their ties (social actors). In view of this, this method
permits us to provide a representation of bricolage where multiple voices of social actors appear
together.
All communities found were characterized in terms of the topics they encompassed. Networks were
plotted using Gephi (Bastian et al., 2009) and node-coloured according to communities’ structure. In
addition, information derived from the interviews and secondary data allowed us to interpret the
semantic networks and the communities. Figures 2 and 3 below show the evolution of the social
movements’ network over a 40- year period and STI-projects in Bogotá wetlands over a 20-year
period respectively. Subsequently we calculated metrics to find the small-world structure. In order
to identify the structure of the network, we looked at the combination of short average path lengths
L and relatively high clustering coefficients C. In addition, we calculated the degree and betweenness
centrality to know the distribution of hubs.
4. Social movements in Latin America and contesting framings of the Bogotá wetlands
A strong tradition exists in Latin America of direct participation of university academics and students
in social movements, for example in the grassroots innovation movements, the social technologies
network in Brazil and the appropriate technology movement in the 1960s and 1970s (Fressoli et al.,
2014). This builds on a tradition of involvement of universities in Latin America in bottom-up social
extension activities and the University’s third mission to provide extension services to help deprived
groups (Arocena et al., 2017; Arocena and Sutz, 2005). Social movements are also more common
because of the widespread scepticism of regulatory oversight and the poor confidence in the ability
of the state to deliver services. The highly concentrated and uneven nature of regional economic
development also creates territorial traditions of social participation which can endow spaces with
collective histories, traditions and visions as social organizations respond to specific lived in
experiences. Consequently, rather than scientist networks, social movements form heterogeneous
networks that draw in and encompass scientists as active participants, which in turn helps to create
alternatives to incumbent framings of technology designs.
9

We also undertook an analysing using InfoMap algorithm which has used with some extend to analyse co-words
networks. This method was mainly developed for weighed and directed networks (Rosvall & Bergstrom, 2008). It bases on
the probability flow of random walks. Therefore, it processes a decomposition of the network into modules which have
common flows of information. However, it did not provide a good resolution of networks producing several words isolate.
Therefore, it did not permit us to identify common “voices” within the network.
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The defence of the wetlands social movement in Bogota that is discussed in this paper is a welldocumented example of a social movement combining features of citizen-science alliance and lay
knowledge that has lasted close to twenty years. The movement brings together 15 city-wide
wetland defence networks. Our narrative begins with a discussion of how reframing of the Bogota
wetlands has taken place. Table 2 below outlines some of the competing and contrasting framings of
how the Bogota wetlands are perceived by three influential organisations and local network for the
defence of the wetlands. This is summarised in the column labelled “framing”. The column labelled
“network” describes the network of organisations in which each organisation is primarily connected
with, whilst the final column, “actions and mobilizing”, describes the principle routines that drive the
practices of each organisation or network. Some of the framings complement each other (for
example RHSB10 and DAMA) whilst others are competing and diametrically opposed (RHSB and
construction companies). Thus the construction companies frame wetlands as marshes11 that
provide opportunities to build over and expand road building and housing. As a local newspaper
describes it “The marshes of the Savannah and, especially, those of the jurisdiction of the District of
Bogotá, have traditionally been recognized as wasted lands or mosquito breeding places where the
waters stagnate to produce bad odours. No one gives them their biological importance” (El Tiempo,
1991).

Organisation
(network)

Framing

Network

Action and Mobilizing

Network of wetlands of the
Sabana of Bogotá (RHSB)

Wetlands are ecosystems to be
conserved and enjoyed as part
of passive recreation for local
community as a commons

Grassroots citizen science and
lay knowledge, direct action,
with local communities

Empresa Aqueducto y
Alcantarillado de Bogota (Firm
in charge of Bogota water
supply)
Local authority environmental
management agency (DAMA)

Wetlands are defined as natural
drainage areas of the city and
potential parks

Heterogeneous networks,
community based
organisations, local schools,
international funding NGOs,
local environmental authorities
World bank, local authorities,
consultants, producers and
local community

Wetlands are strategic
ecosystems that can provide
environmental services and
social welfare

Estate budget engineering,
enterprises, technical and
scientific studies, schools.

Construction companies (formal
and informal)

Urban development and
housing, land prices, residues
for dumping of construction
material or build over to
expand land for construction,
deforestation

Local authorities, law and order
institutions, construction
finance firms, estate agents

Asphalted pathways away from
lake borders. Maintenance of
vegetation of native species,
reforestation and some park
facilities such as seats and
ecological information
Fill up wetlands with residue
construction material, Asphalt
lakes for further construction.

Asphalted paths around
wetland, play zones

table 2 here

Figure 1 below presents a more detailed systemic view of the socio-ecological framing of the
wetlands. This underlines the point that underpinning socio-ecological systems is the resilience
achieved between different elements of the system to avoid environmental collapse, the
10

Wetlands Network of Bogota and Savannah, RHSB by its acronym in Spanish.

11

These economic and political sectors use this word in a pejorative sense.
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governance forms that encourage us to think about who are the beneficiaries and losers of
particularly systems, that technology is both exogenous and endogenous to the system and that
technological choices influence the relationships between users and ecosystems (Smith and Stirling,
2008).
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5. Conflict and organisation
The initial social movement organisations were motivated by witnessing the progressive
environmental deterioration of the wetlands that included pollution, deforestation, the
indiscriminate use of agrochemicals in agricultural activities, the dumping of garbage and debris,
industrialization (filling in and drying of wetland area) and unplanned urbanization of river valleys
and wetlands12. As interviewee D comments:
‘I grew up very close to the wetland when Bogotá had rural areas rich in nature… The wetland was
my neighbourhood… There was nature and healthy ecosystems… Then, we began to see how water
was contaminated, how fauna died – birds, ducks, frogs- … how wetlands were destroyed’.
The local ties with students and academics from the nearby Javeriana University were very strong:
‘I studied biology at the Javeriana University… some of my colleagues also lived close to wetlands…
we used to share anecdotes from our childhood… during my studies, we did our academic practices in
the wetlands… for instance, we analysed the water from wetlands in the laboratories to study the
components… professors became interested in the study of wetlands’ Interview with environmental
activist close to the Conejera wetland (interviewee D).
Territoriality is a term used by human geographers to describe how social and political power is
organized and exercised over space (Brenner et al., 2003) and it was in the territory that these social
organisations developed strategies of resistance. Early requests by activists for DAMA, the District
Department of Environment and the Aqueduct Company in charge of the water supply to enforce of
norms of good practice were ineffectual, the department was underfunded and the police chief had
been bribed13. Consequently, new direct action resistance strategies were adopted (blocking roads,
street protest, media exposure, participative monitoring, and environmental lobbying). Blocking of
roads leading to the Conejera Wetlands and forcing dump trucks to unload their rubble in front of
the municipal offices drew media attention and put the spotlight on corrupt and incompetent
politicians. This was combined with citizen science and lay knowledge type activities including
participatory popular activities to delimit the borders of the wetlands, clean-up and recovery
activities and environmental education with participative monitoring of wildlife and flora involving
ecological education by university students to local school students and neighbours.
The alliances forged during this period consolidated bonds of solidarity and provided a platform for a
switch of tactics towards legal representation and in particular the Popular Actions against the
Aqueduct and Sewage Company’s (EAAB) proposal to build a water park in the environmental
management and preservation area of Cordoba Wetland14. Popular Action is a clause in the 1991
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These factors were identified by interviews of actors from socio ecological system of Bogotá’s wetlands.
This problem was mentioned spontaneously by three of our interviewees who led the social movement
process
14
The Popular Action was introduced into the Colombian Constitution of 1991 as a legal mechanism that can
be used by any community to enforce compliance of collective rights. In this case the popular action
demanded ‘To protect the collective right to have a healthy environment, the existence of an ecological
balance, the management and rational use of natural resources to ensure their sustainable development,
conservation, restoration or replacement; conservation of animal and plant species; and the protection of
13
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Colombian constitution which decreed that “community groups are to be active participants in the
definition of how their community is conformed”. They provide constitutional protection for
collective interests related to local spaces, security and the environment. Taking advantage of this
constitutional mechanism, in 2000, local solicitors and academics involved in the wetlands
movements provided evidence and support to the courts including environmental diagnoses and
environmental management plans. In addition, international organisations such as “American Bird
Conservancy” that gave financial support to universities to perform research on migratory birds that
stopped through the Bogotá wetlands on their migration routes between South and North America
(Empresa de Acueducto y Alcantarillado de Bogotá (E.S.P) y Fundación Humedal la Conejera, 2012).
Water analysis carried out in the laboratories of the universities substantiated the demands and
provided further back-up to the Popular Action. As a former advisor to the District Department of
Environment comments:
‘Communities from wetlands were well organised, they wrote academic documents, they planned the
wetlands such as Jaboque, La Vaca, Cordoba, Juan Amarillo. They understood pretty well how
wetlands worked; they knew where the sources of contamination were... They did environmental
management plans without public institutions intervention… then when these institutions called
them to design the public policy communities had the academic basics and gave all the inputs’
(interviewee H)
The wetlands table thus provided a platform to work in bricolage form by bringing together
residents, academics (especially biologists), students, lawyers and other specialists located in the
vicinity of the local wetlands to resist the anti-ecological practices of the construction companies and
overcome the passivity (or powerlessness) of state actors. Academics and students, particularly in
the northern part of the city, were active participants (in some cases leaders) of the social
movements. They assisted in the preparation of evidence for use in agiprop, the legal action and
support from international organisations. At another level the same academics also led research
projects funded by Colciencias, the science, technology and innovation agency, to undertake studies
on different aspects of the Bogota wetlands. As discussed in the following section, this provided
critical technical-scientific support to the strategy used by the social movement to pressure the local
authorities to change urban planning policies.
The successful experience of the popular actions boosted the reputation of its leaders who were
transformed into technical experts. After the successful popular action court ruling, the principle
leader of the social movement was appointed director of the aqueduct company to re-write the
company protocols used by the water engineers to manage the wetlands, thus marking a shift in the
civil society engagement from one based on resistance and protest to the institutionalisation of
wetlands management. Through this process the skills and routines of the company shifted and
principles of ecosystem resilience and promotion of the natural balance of wetlands as natural
ecosystems (including diverting tributaries of mountain rivers towards the wetlands at 3 litres per
second to ensure fresh supply of water) were enshrined.

areas of ecological importance, the enjoyment of public space, the use and defence of public property and the
defence of public patrimony’ (Veredict 254 de 2001 Consejo de Estado).
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6. Narrative, reframing and changing practices
The initial framing of the wetlands as a socio-ecological system began with the work of urban
planners collaborating with ecologists who in the 1990s developed a cohesive city plan of Bogota
based on the integration of the biophysical systems and social systems called the Ecological Main
Structure (EMS) (Van der Hammen and Andrade, 2003; Young et al., 2006). Appendix 2 shows the
map with the geographical distribution of wetlands across the city. The plan was inspired by Dutch
city planners and brought to Bogota by biological conservation practitioners and was designed to
enhance the biological connectivity of rural and urban landscapes. However, as Andrade, Remolina
and Wiesner (2013) comment, the plan had large risks of “divergent interpretations” as no
integrative concept of the city had yet been developed. Moreover, policy enforcement in the city of
Bogota was poor, partly because of the prevalent view held by many city politicians, the aqueduct
company and construction firms that wetlands were spaces to be built upon. Therefore, until the
protest movements began and Popular Actions decrees were awarded, few regulations existed to
protect the ecological systems of the wetlands as city planning authorities succumbed to pressure
for urban development.
As discussed, the organisational characteristics of the wetlands social movement (heterogeneous
network, place-based, community involvement) created a platform for community involvement in
the re-framing of the concept of a socio-ecological system beyond the plans of the city planners15.
The focus group interview in La Vaca wetland commented that participatory processes between
residents covered broad concerns including security and public lighting, trees, public footpaths and
natural habitat for wild birds. After much discussion alignment began to emerge of an ecological
vision coined by the term “the wetland as a neighbour that was clean, with trees and we could all
enjoy” that contested both the developers and aqueduct company.
However, over time, the material conditions of human co-habitation around the wetlands changed
significantly. The late 1980s began to see the arrival of thousands of internal migrants displaced by
the armed conflict in the country to areas of the city where wetlands existed. Illegal neighbourhoods
were established near to Paloquemado market in the Centre of the city which lies next to a wetland.
The poor sanitary conditions and lack of infrastructure accelerated the deterioration of wetlands due
to the dumping of debris, the pollution by sewage water and industry and the increase of diseases
mainly in children. In parallel, in the south-west of Bogotá there was serious flooding caused by the
increase in the cause of the Tunjuelito river leading to significant victims and damages. The increase
of legal and illegal industries, it was argued, changed the course of the river. The official position of
the aqueduct company was that informal neighbourhoods were worsening the flooding of wetlands
through dumping of garbage and waste and attempts were made to forcibly remove residents. The
residents with the support of the social organisations resisted and refused to move. Following new
15

There was an institutional basis for participative action. The re-design of the wetlands was undertaken under
auspices of the ECOFONDO Corporation. This organisation was created in 1993, as a result of a thorough
consultative process between a group of environmentalist organizations and the national government,
represented at that time by the Institute for National Resources (Inderena) and the National Planning
Department”. (http://ecofondo.prueba.webcomercial.com.co/articulo.php?id=248)
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mayoral elections, a sympathetic Bogota local government halted the removals and commissioned
new studies to assess problem of flooding.

Figure 2: Vulnerable populations affected by poor infrastructure in the vicinity of the La Vaca wetland (Photo
reprinted with permission of Dora Consuelo Villalobos Burgos

The changing material reality around wetland neighbourhoods was closely reflected in the social
movement campaigns during this period. This is demonstrated in figure 3 below which illustrates the
semantic analysis of social movements in Bogota on wetlands, the methodology of which was
described in section 4. We see that between 1975 and 1984 social movements were focused
primarily on problems of contamination of water and air as a consequence of industry processes.
Concerns about agriculture which reflect some urban-rural tensions as the city of Bogota begins to
grow and conflicts arise over the use of the land on the edge of the urban areas also appear.
The years 1985 to 1994 witness an important change as social movements around the wetlands
address a more diverse range of topics and in particular risk in territory management and flooding.
As the number of social organisations working in defence of wetlands grew, a 'wetlands table'
incorporating the different wetlands defence organisations was established to dialogue with the
local government. Detailed analysis of the Bogota wetlands movements by Palacios (2017; 2010;
Palacio et al., 2003; Palacio and G. Hurtado H., 2005) over many years shows how new
organisational arrangement by the wetlands movement facilitated this to become a “collective
space” where different communities concerned about wetlands could expressed their concerns.
Thus, the wetlands in the more middle class north of the city seeks to recover and preserve the
15

ecology of the wetland around a narrative of ensuring public space and nature nearby their
neighbourhoods. In the poorer neighbourhoods to the south of the city, the narrative focuses on
improving housing conditions and the provision of basic public services - electricity, sanitation,
among others.
The space of the wetlands defence movement is thus defined through heterogeneous networks with
underlying relational and idiosyncratic elements. The social movement captures and expresses the
concerns of changing social needs, external events become internalized through the prism of the
social movement activists who shift the meaning of a socio-ecological system from a narrow focus
on preservation of flora and fauna and the quality of the water towards health, sanitation and urban
housing for residents from lower socio-economic groups living in proximity to wetland areas. A
common view emerges – fed by scientific arguments around the importance of the wetland for
public health and environmental sustainability of the city, but also imbued with the character of the
social movement –the importance of resistance as an identity (and its “heroes” who stood up to the
construction companies), the defence of collective and democratic spaces and participation (for
example in monitoring).
Whilst regional embeddedness gelled the social movement and defined the framing of alternative
narratives to the wetlands, the active participation of the scientific community (and in particular
biology professors and students) together with social science academics was decisive for reframing
and translation of these narratives into new technologies and practices used by the aqueduct
company. We analyse this in two ways. Firstly, in addition to the participation of local academics in
the grassroots movement, what is remarkable is how the formal science and technology system in
the Bogota area also aligns with (or responds to) the concerns of the social movements around the
wetlands. Figure 4 shows the pattern of funding of Colciencias in water-related projects in Bogota
between 2000 and 2015. These programmes were open calls by Colciencias, the terms of which
were defined by the National Council of Science and Technology. In this case it was the Basic Science
Programme as defined in the Decree 585 1991.
In the period before the year 2000 much of the funding is focussed on water quality and agriculture.
In the 2001-2005 period we see the first indications of the STI system specifically funding social
science research of the wetlands around “community monitoring” and highlight the growing
alignment of research projects in response to social movement concerns in areas such as health. We
also observe projects funded by Colciencias on “water, social actors and territory” i.e. social
scientists getting involved on research of the wetlands. Finally, figure 4 also shows the existence of
some possible synergies as although social organizations specialise on specific topics, there is in
some cases the use of common words that link science and social science projects, for example
community monitoring with integrated water system, agricultural systems, water contamination
which suggests possible synergies16. As discussed, this alignment in part reflects the participation of
some academics in the social movements, but is also driven by institutional decree; the
consequences of the La Conejera wetland judgment by the Popular Action decree was that the judge
16

The co-location of these academics in the Wetlands social movements and their active
contribution to reframing the socio ecological meaning of these wetlands may well explain the
interaction between different disciplinary groups at this micro level.
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ordered scientific studies to be undertaken regarding the environmental damage on the wetlands
caused by construction and other activity. Collections of biological, physiochemistry and social
information were ordered by the judge as part of the evidence for the Popular Action. These studies
were led by academics (and in particular biologists) who had sympathised and participated in the
social movements and were also considered technical experts. The funding from these studies was
then used to establish a technical base to support a new socio ecological framing and management
of the wetlands. The court ruling and the subsequent implementation of the wetland policy involved
a new set management of practices based on principles of water ecosystems in Bogotá and included
the introduction of different instruments to collect information related to water conditions (Table 3).
Public policy on the wetlands was eventually enshrined in Wetlands Decree 247 of 2007 law. This
established the wetlands as strategic ecosystems because of the wellbeing that they provide to the
city.
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Type of Technology

Technology used in Bogotá wetlands

Technologies that provide sensors and
information concerning the states of
ecological systems.

The water monitoring includes filters, multiparameter,
Ph indicators, climatological stations, geological
stations, social observatory, geographic information
system and sampling of fauna and flora.

Technological change stimulates
economic growth and re-structuring of
social development that impact upon
multiple social-ecological systems.

Water management and the cleaning of water allow
improved health conditions especially for children. In
particular acute respiratory diseases in children
reduced to almost zero.

The policies related to reduce contamination in
wetlands and the Bogotá river have implied to
Cleaner technology improves the
develop new technologies such as industrial filters and
efficiency with which material resources
residential wastewater treatment. For instances, el
are harvested and transformed into
Burro wetland was intervened with biofilters,
valued outputs.
treatment water machines and some infrastructure
construction to improve its oxygen rate.

Technologies are being developed with
the specific aim of repairing the
environmental impacts of existing
(technologically-mediated) activities

Some project to restore flora, fauna and water
proprieties were carried out by Bogotá Botanical
Garden and the District Department of Environment.
These technologies must be developed specifically for
the wetlands conditions in Bogotá. For instance,
Bogotá Savannah has a specific biodiversity and
hydraulic conditions in its rivers and wetlands.

Governance strategies for promoting
greater social-ecological systems
resilience must consider technology
choice, its patterns of use, and its
control.

Local actors tried to include projects related to
regulation of using, cleaning and contamination water
after the wetland policy came into effect. For instance,
Bogotá Wetland Policy has a specific topic related to
technology where COLCIENCIAS have to include
programs for environmental education and social
strategies.

Table 3: Technology and the Bogota wetland (Source: Technologies for monitoring wetlands in Bogotá.
Source: District policy of Bogotá’s wetlands (2006), environmental management plans in Bogotá (Empresa de
Acueducto y Alcantarillado de Bogotá (E.S.P) y Fundación Humedal la Conejera, 2012; Instituto de Estudios
Ambientales (IDEA), 2007). Developed from (Smith and Stirling, 2008)
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7. Alignment and collaboration of social movement and science systems through social
networks analysis
Formal analysis of the dynamic evolution of social movements and science communities around the
wetlands in this period can also be analysed through a study of semantic network structures. Table 4
shows that the number of sematic communities (topics taken up by social movements) increases
considerably after 1995 from three to nine (table 4).

Table 4: Semantic network of social movement (Source: CINEP data base).
Time Windows
Node
Tie
N Communities
Average Path Length (L)
Diameter (D)
Clustering Coefficient (C)
Density
Degree centralization
Betweenness Centralization

1975-1984
76
1408
5
1.563859649
3
0.922996290
0.494035080
0.369009010
0.131236196

1985-1994
76
2119
3
1.3154386
4
0.9913735
0.7435088
0.1949555
0.0701742

1995-2004
143
1966
5
1.882793263
3
0.625596292
0.193637349
0.510688244
0.106423087

2005-2014
105
949
9
2.02459677
3
0.70326523
0.17380952
0.39133685
0.16183707

Between 1975 and 1994 we found 5 communities, a small world network with short average path
lengths and high clustering coefficient. The high clustering coefficient suggests a large community
where different interests were expressed. The value of the clustering decreases significantly after
1994, while the path length increased progressively. Density drops through time windows because
new words were integrated into the system. This suggests that as new themes and topics were taken
up by the movement, they were not necessarily strongly connected with previous themes (Fleming
et al., 2007).
If we compare this semantic network structure to the community of STI research through Table 5
and Figure 3 we see a more pronounced small world structure (i.e. short average path lengths) and
relatively high clustering coefficients which means that nodes are well connected. The value of
clustering centralization increased between 2000 and 2015, while average path length decreased
during the same period. We also found that the value of the density increased significantly from
2011 to 2015. The significance of this result is that because communities are highly clustered and the
network is connected overall, new themes can be adopted “efficiently” by other research
communities (in other words it is possible to find direct paths between topics) even when the
number of nodes increased significantly in the 2011-2015 period. For example, the topic of “Water,
Social Actors and Territory” (see figure 4 2001-2005) that reflects interest in how neighbourhoods
interact with wetlands, which are associated with completely new set of organisations in the
research projects, can quickly influence the rest of the research systems. Potentially, it means that
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social movements can have an important influence in the R&D system. Here the applied nature of
the research within specific areas with researchers that are mostly co-located facilitated knowledge
transfer and multidisciplinary work.

Figure 3. Social network analysis social movements in wetlands in Bogotá (Source: CINEP data base).
Two words are linked if they were used by a couple of actors. Colours represent communities that
were characterized in terms of the topics that they encompassed.
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Figure 4. Projects funded by COLCIENCIAS (Source: Derived from Colciencias data base). Two words
are linked if they were used by a couple of actors. Colours represent communities of topics.
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8. Discussion and Conclusions
The wetlands social movement can be defined by its defence of a socio-ecological system in a major
urban area. The significance of our study lies in that the radically different narratives of urban
wetlands around quality of life, city planning and public health, and the new practices that were
invented to support this, emerged directly from the need to build broad networks of support to
confront and overcome very difficult obstacles to defend these wetlands. Key to understanding this
process is the participation and ownership of a broad range of organizations (e.g. La Conejera or La
Vaca NGOs or research groups) of the social movement, who developed a complex narrative
between conservation, restoration of natural areas, community monitoring and addressing the
needs of diverse communities that live on the borders of the wetlands. A further central argument
we have made has been that co-location of actors facilitated broad alliances between groups of
researchers from the universities and the social movements.
Thus, local networks of activists working in alliance with researchers and academics from the science
system based at local universities provided the initial agency to resist further urban encroachment of
wetlands. This experience also created the early alternative narratives (stories) and leaders (heroes)
of the wetland movement and strengthened the bonds of solidarity. These bonds were important in
making the movement responsive to the needs of vulnerable wetland neighbours in the south of the
city faced by flooding and public health crises and the re-framing of the socio-ecological system of
the wetland from one based on ecological principles and passive recreation, to incorporate
questions of public health and infrastructure for vulnerable residents in the middle and south of
Bogota. As vulnerable and displaced groups of people moved into the areas surrounding some of the
wetlands, the social movement re-framed the meaning of sustainable practices, distanced itself from
its own previous framings constructed around narrow environmental standards that were leading to
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the forcible removal of vulnerable residents and embraced issues of health and waste disposal.
Hence, the nature of “social movements” and the embedded and distributed agency of actors
enshrined in its organisation (which allowed a participatory type of bricolage) was accompanied by
strong normative directions.
This experience provides some wider insights into debates on the relationship between science and
society where social movements are involved. Co-location facilitated firstly the participation of
academics and scientists in the provision of evidence to the Popular Action strategies through formal
research projects funded by the national science and technology agency. This was critical in
convincing actors outside of the social movements (municipality, aqueduct company, judges) of the
viability of socio-ecological alternatives. Secondly, the territorial embeddedness of social scientists
and technical specialists in water management provided an infrastructure of in-depth knowledge
and tailored solutions. Thirdly, insights of the Small World Network using semantic analysis suggests
that the science and technology system that was mobilized around the wetlands was able to adopt
the concerns raised by the social movements, incorporate them into inter-disciplinary projects and
translate (or internalise) these into material things (technologies) and practices (monitoring
standards, new routines for aqueduct firm, management of waste in wetlands) that are constructed
in real spaces to configure a new system. The above underlines the point made elsewhere that
scientists through their support can open up what might otherwise be closed policy processes
(McCormick, 2006) that can have profound impacts in other social fields (Fujimura and Latour, 1989;
Lubitow, 2013) including urban planners, health officials, sympathetic local government (who
provide funding) or judges (that can call a halt to unplanned urbanisation).
However, the case study also raised important questions regarding the openness of the science
system, its priorities and engagement with civil society. The Colombian wetlands case underlines a
two-way learning process between scientist actors and civil society movements. In this process, the
social movement brought to the surface changing priorities, agendas and the need for new forms of
knowledge production. This is a fertile area for further research for within discussions of citizen
science alliances the focus has been predominantly on the knowledge that the scientists can provide
as advisors and researchers (Hess, 2013), on the benefits of “consultation” with communities (Sze,
2005) and indeed on “difficulties” of engaging with communities as scientists (Brown et al., 2012)
rather than on what the science system can learn from being part of (rather than studying) the social
movement. A way forward may be to build on Hess's (2013) point that a primary mobilizing source
of scientific change (and learning) lies within relational networks of scientists. This can be extended
beyond scientific networks towards learning in bricolage mode through heterogeneous networks (as
highlighted in this case) that include a broader range of actors with different backgrounds including
social entrepreneurs and community organisations. Learning in this context is specific for it takes
place in conflict situations and is more akin to action learning and where the nature of knowledge
production evolves in a dynamic tension between new meanings, changing events, practices and
materialities.
The policy implications are significant. Local social movements can ally with individuals from local
science systems to make them locally embedded in at least five ways: scientists can provide
credibility to activist’s demands whilst intimate knowledge of local conditions can provide a basis for
appropriate technology. Social movements can also be sensitive to needs of local populations and
local environment and overcome sceptical perceptions of participation. Finally, the existence and
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priorities of social movements can act as a signal to science and technology agencies of the need to
intervene proactively. The methods used in the paper also indicate the potential for using different
source of data to analyse changing research priorities and management of ecosystems in cities.
Different sources of data were used combining interviews, historical records of newspaper and
investments in science technology and innovation. Networks were constructed to visualize changing
investment priorities and social movements concerns. In this regard, future studies, could try to
establish correlations or causal connections in the evolution of different types of networks through
techniques such as evaluation of multilayer networks. This would provide more detailed explanation
and evidence of interaction between investment priorities and social concerns.
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Appendix 1: Map of wetlands in Bogota
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Appendix 2: Detail of interviews

Identifier
A
B
C
D

Role
Social leader
Social leader
Social leader
Social leader

Position
Neighbour of The Cow Wetland
Neighbour of The Cow Wetland
Neighbour of Córdoba Wetland
Environmental activist

E

Social leader and then director of
Environmental department of Bogotá's
Aqueduct and sewer Company

Neighbour of Córdoba Wetland

F
G

Youth leader
Researcher on social movement of wetlands
protection

H

Local Government

I

Local Government

Leader in Wetlands foundation
Scholar
Former advisor from District Department of
the Environment
Former advisor from District Department of
the Environment
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